Our family can help you in many ways.

Death away from home...
As members of a national association of funeral directors, we’re afforded a network of contacts nationwide. This allows us to make the necessary transfer and funeral arrangements needed, whether bringing your loved one home, or moving them to another state for burial.

Preplanning...
We offer comprehensive preplanning packages. Your service requests will be documented and kept on file for activation or changes. Additionally, our counselors will assist you with the specific death benefits of your government and/or insurance policies.

Once your arrangement decisions are made, we can establish a payment schedule that fits your current income and budget.

Transferring an existing preplanning policy...
We are happy to assist you in transferring your existing preplanning policy and arrangement records to our home. Our counselors will work closely with the previous funeral home in making sure your arrangement and payment records are up-to-date at the time of acceptance.

Cremation...
Because more people are choosing cremation, we take special care in making those arrangements for you. We will handle the transfer to and from the crematorium, as well as provide you with a selection of urns suitable for interment or placement in a private home.

A family feeling... a professional approach.
For us, family-owned and operated means meeting the present and future needs of your family. We’re committed to providing a wide variety of services at affordable prices, without sacrificing the quality of care you receive. We take our obligation to our community seriously, and strive to fulfill that obligation everyday.

As members of the community, our concern for you is genuine, our support sincere. We have a personal interest in you and your family—our neighbors and our friends. When you call on us, you’re not calling upon strangers for assistance in your time of need.

We’re professionals, here to give you the information you require when making important family decisions. And as professionals, we’ll help you carry out those decisions by providing you with the services you require, whether present need or future need. And rest assured, the funeral costs discussed with you will be the same once the service has been concluded. We don’t believe in unexpected additional fees and hidden charges. Your time of grief is no time for greed.

We invite you to find comfort in our home. Call today and let us know what we can do to help.

TributesOfLife.com
The advantages to selecting a family-owned funeral home.

We're not here to sell you our services; we're here to give you the service information you need to make sound arrangement decisions.

You, your family and your needs are our first priority, and that means providing you with the quality and choices in services you deserve. We go beyond the standards of many funeral homes, assisting with travel and lodging reservations for out-of-town attendees, and coordinating memorial luncheons and dinners, at your request. We honor the trust that has been instilled in us by our community, and we believe in our responsibility to serve each family with integrity and respect.

Professionally staffed to serve your needs.

Our staff is comprised of professionally licensed funeral directors and counselors. We are a family business, and carry all the professional credentials required by law. We regularly attend continuing education courses and seminars to further our knowledge of our ever-changing profession, keeping abreast of how those changes will affect you. As counselors we can answer your specific questions about preneed and at-need arrangement requirements and as your neighbors we can make you feel comfortable.

We honor your special service requests.

Tailoring a memorial service to honor personalized requests of faith, military origin or other specialized requirements is more than just an option, it’s the only way we do business. We build a memorial service according to your specifications, both in requests and costs. Creating a fitting service is our main concern, staying within your specified budget is our bottom line.

We don’t charge for personal attention.

Providing you with the personalized attention needed when creating a dignified departure service is the cornerstone of our business. And we do so without the inclusion of hidden or unnecessary costs. Because we offer a wide spectrum of services, we can comfortably fulfill your specific needs, including cremation, with a variety of pricing plans.

Certified Celebrants

A Celebrant is a person who is trained and certified to meet the needs of families during their time of loss. A Celebrant creates a personalized tribute service to reflect the personality and life-style of the deceased. Our Celebrants have been specifically trained to design a service that is completely personal incorporating those unique stories, songs and experiences that defined the individual. Our Celebrants will schedule a special Family Time for those closest to share memories of the loved one’s life making the essence of the tribute service based upon the remembrances of the family.